
ROMANS was established as an organized and recognizable apostolate in the Cincinnati, Ohio area, 
July of 1996 and currently consists of five enthusiastic Catholic members.  Blessed with a passion for 
music, they have dedicated themselves to serving the Lord and his Church, primarily through the 
presentation of familiar Catholic songs, in a language contemporary culture can relate to and absorb, all, 
while boldly celebrating the richness of our Catholic Faith and heritage. In a short time, ROMANS has 
proven themselves to be a strong presence in the Catholic music scene producing strong support and 
rave reviews from all ages.
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In a short time, ROMANS has established itself as one of the premier bands in contemporary Catholic 
music, having played for crowds of 10,000, as well as numerous intimate gatherings. Their first studio 
project “Come to Life” and newest release “High Fidelity” has produced strong support and rave 
reviews from all ages.  Probably the most inspiring and frequently heard comment is the ability of 
ROMANS to be “common grounds for uniting families’ musical differences.”   

ROMANS goal is to inspire all Catholics to a deeper love for and commitment to their Faith and to help 
them take their Faith out to the world with zeal. The members of ROMANS humbly acknowledge the 
many gifts that God has given them as well as their many shortcomings and they seek to glorify God by 
proving once again that God can make use of ordinary men to do extraordinary things.  
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